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Abstract 
In the egg industry, the presence of cracks in eggshells is one 
of the main defects of physical quality. Cracked eggs are very 
vulnerable to bacterial infections leading to health hazards. It 
mostly results  in significant economic loss in the egg industry. 
Eggshell crack detection in the egg sorting and packing industry 
is usually done manually and relies on candling. A bright light 
is directed through the eggs and the crack defects become more 
visible and easier to detect. But this operation requires great skill 
and concentration, and the manual inspection rate is too low and 
the inspection is subjective. The inspections are subject to eye 
fatigue and a demand for continuous close attention. As a result, 
a lot of the cracked eggs are usually missed. Therefore virtual 
instrument software developing platform Lab VIEW is used fully 
to achieve automotive detecting and eliminating cracked eggs, 
thereby, labor intensity is reduced and the measurement accuracy 
of eggs has improved.
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I. Introduction
The egg is composed of egg-shell, protein  and egg-yolk. Egg-shell 
in the outermost layer makes eggs with fixed shape and plays a 
protective role for protein and egg-yolk, but chitin crisp egg-shell 
does not bear the collision and the extrusion, and extremely easy 
to damage. After egg-shell has been broken, the outside micro-
organism will enter into the shell rapidly through the crack, 
therefore, decay of the egg is accelerated or quality is reduced. 
In the course of food processing, as raw eggs and perishable if 
damaged, it will seriously affect the overall taste and quality of 
products. Thus, in the food processing industry, excluding cracked 
eggs a very important process.
Candling inspection in egg processing plants is a human labor-
intensive operation and the conventional method used to assess 
the external quality of eggs . However, the accuracy of eggshell 
crack detection is subject to human error and will be affected by 
various factors, namely inspector fatigue. For large-scale egg 
processing plants, the ability to detect eggshell crack consistently 
at a high level of accuracy is critical for quality control. With the 
development of eggs industry, it is an inevitable trend in modern 
egg detection technology for  studying the high-performance, 
high-speed, high-precision automotive detection methods and 
equipment to achieve automatic detection for cracked eggs.

II. Related Work

A. Methods of Detection
At present, the main detection methods of eggs quality are as 
follows:

Detection of optical properties, 1. 
Dynamics testing and2. 

Detection of acoustic characteristics. 3. 
Using the detection method of optical properties, the detection 
accuracy and efficiency can hardly be guaranteed at the same 
time, and if there is a stain or sticky  materials, such as feathers, 
the accuracy of computer recognition will be greatly reduced.  
By using dynamics characteristics, a variety of factors need to be 
considered, such as in the  processing of an egg drop experiment 
different factors which  are the drop height, cushion material 
type, material thickness  and different parts and so on, must be 
considered, thus, the difficulty of developing are relatively large. 
Detection of acoustic properties is a non-destructive detection 
method, whose detection accuracy and efficiency is relatively 
high, moreover research at home and abroad is  quite a few and 
technology is more mature, thus, the development difficulty is 
relatively low. Under the condition of be  compared with the above 
method synthetically and  the actual situation, in this paper acoustic 
properties is preferred to detect the damage of the egg.

B. Design
When the egg is collided, the sound sensor is used to pick up voice 
of the egg and transforms it into the electrical signals, through the 
conditioning circuits,  the signal is sent into the analog-to-digital 
conversion circuit and also into the voltage comparator circuit, 
and then by the isolation circuits into MCU together, finally, serial 
interface is used to deliver the data to PC for displaying and 
processing. And eventually, classification results of the analysis 
is transferred to classification equipment, in order that automatic 
detection and duplicates for damaged eggs is achieved. The block 
diagram of the total system is shown as follows:

Fig.1: Block Diagram

III. Hardware Description

A. Sound Sensor 
Signals of knocking egg-shell sound is non-electric, sound 
sensor(microphones) is used to transform the sound signals into 
electrical signals. And CH series electrets condenser microphone 
is adopt, which has wide-band, covering the entire audio range, 
high sensitivity up to 100mV/Pa, long-term stability and wide 
dynamic range and so on.
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B. Conditioning Circuits 
Because the sound signals from sensor output is very low, it 
must be amplified before testing or processing. According to the 
characteristics of input sound signals and working environment 
of non-destructive detecting system, the system selected a low-
noise, low distortion audio pre-amplifier INA217 which is mainly 
for the audio amplifier and transmission field.  Signals from the 
sensor output is mixed with noise which would disturb  the system 
performance, therefore, it is necessary to fed the  output from the 
sensor to the filter circuit. The frequency range of voice signals in 
the system is from 300Hz to 8000Hz, filter circuit which consist 
of first-order passive high-pass filter and second-order active low-
pass filter is designed.

C. Analog-to-Digital Conversion Circuit 
After the sound signals from sensor output is amplified and filtered, 
they are still analog signals, but microcontroller unit can only 
receive digital signals, it is essential to convert analog signals to 
digital signals by Analog-to-Digital Conversion Circuit. Taking 
into account the system requirements of high speed and accuracy, 
12-bit successive approximation converter AD574 is taken.

D. Voltage Comparator Circuit 

Fig. 2: TL714C Voltage Comparator

In order to the system’s intelligent character it start to sample 
signals once a egg is knocked,  Connection signal should be 
added between The voice signal input module and MCU, which 
is provided by the voltage comparator circuit. The comparators 
TL714C was selected.
DC reference voltage was connected with co-rotating input 
termination. Voice signal was input to reverse termination. 
Comparator output was connected to the MCU’s external 
interrupt pin. When the  eggs is knocked, MCU was Interrupted 
by Comparator output and Compatible negative pulse of TLL 
Level.  Data collection, storage and processing were finished in 
Interrupt service routine.  If the voice communication signal was 
sent directly to the voltage comparator, then great error was lead 
because Disoperation. Therefore, before the voice signal into the 
voltage comparator, peak envelope must be taken out. Such it can 
be compared with DC reference voltage in Comparison circuit.
Linear full-wave rectifier detector circuit posed by Integrated 
Operational Amplifier is used. DC pulse one-way signal is taken 
out by Detection circuit, signal’s Peak level must be input into 
Comparators. So Peak hold circuit was added between Detection 
circuit and Voltage Comparator. 

E. Isolation Circuits 
When analog signals is sent to MCU or digital signal MCU output 
is transmitted to the other analog devices, in order to prevent 

channel interference, “isolation” measures need be set, that is, 
analog circuits and digital circuits is isolated on the electricity. 
The commonly isolation methods has transformers, optocoupler 
and so on. Because optocoupler as a result of suppression of 
interference is better than transformer, opt coupler circuit which  
consists of TLP521 is chosen

.  
Fig. 3: TLP521 OptoCoupler

F. Personal Computer
PC is used as upper computer, and with a certain program, 
starting signals which are enabled to activate lower computer 
and controlled mechanisms are sent out, and at the same time 
which prepares to receive signals and data’s from lower computer. 
Accordingly, detection and management control of damaged eggs 
is achieved. 

G. Serial Interface 
As the PC adopts standard RS232 in which transmission distance 
is short and outside interference is vulnerable, the RS485 bus is 
used to constitute serial communication of the 
upper and lower computer. And here low-power consumption 
communication transceiver MAX485 is used, whose rate is up 
to 2.5Mb/s, whose standard transmission distance may amount 
to more than 1,200 meters. Therefore it supports multi-point 
communications, transmission distance to grow , may carry out 
systematic adjustment and expansion at any time according to 
condition. 

H. Microcontroller Unit
MCU uses a smallest system design of the new generation single-
chip computer STC89C52 which is of powerful anti-interference, 
high-speed, low-power and as the slave, it does not extend other 
hardware and is of low cost and small size. It collects data regularly 
and stores in internal memory, and by its RS485 interface itself 
realizes the remote communication with the host, thus circuit 
detection and transmission is accomplished. 

IV. Software Description
Lab VIEW is the most widely virtual instrument development 
environment internationally, and in which the powerful graphical  
language (G Language) is used when programming. Because 
the knobs, switches, graphics and so on which engineers are 
familiar with are adopt, programming interface is very intuitive. 
Furthermore, it is for oriented professional programmers rather 
than engineers and is a convenient programming method, and 
the human-computer interaction interface is amicable, and has 
powerful data visualization analysis and control capabilities, and 
has provided a good environment to construct their own control 
system quickly for consumers. The system has selected virtual 
instrument development platform Lab VIEW 8.5 in National 
Instruments (NI) Company to develop visualization software 
package, and to achieve monitoring for the temperature, humidity,    
anti theft. In order to realize software reusability and scalability, 
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software development has used modular design thought, and then 
application efficiency and performance has improved. its software 
design flow as shown in fig. 4.

Fig. 4: Software Design Flow Chart

Since the C language has structured, efficient and simple 
characteristics, and assembly language can be efficient 
implementation, MCU  programming has used  mixed programming 
with C language and assembly language. The system software 
includes the main program and interrupt service program. In the 
main program, the MCU is always waiting for knocking eggs. 
Once the knock happened, the  program entered the interrupt 
service program, in which the system began to sample, storage and 
process the signals of knocking eggshells, at last, the results will 
given to classification equipment which completes the automatic 
classification of a good egg-shell and a cracked egg-shell.

V. Conclusion 
Getting rid of damaged eggs is an important work in foods 
processing. The method of detecting cracked eggs is mainly 
by manual means, which is not only high labor intensity, but 
also the low efficiency and poor precision. Thus, it is essential 
and significant to develop a detecting system of eliminating the 
damaged eggs  automatically. This paper implements automatic 
detection system for damaged egg based on LabVIEW and 
automatic detecting and eliminating cracked eggs is achieved. 
And whose function is more complete, strong  generality and has 
provided a new control thought for computer measurement and 
control field. However, with the constant maturity of the network 
control and remote control, this system need further refinement 
and to achieve remote monitoring. 
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